Temperature-dependent transitions between normal and inverse equilibrium isotope effects for coordination and oxidative addition of C-H and H-H bonds to a transition metal center.
The temperature dependence of the equilibrium isotope effects (EIEs) for coordination and oxidative addition of C-H and H-H bonds to the tungstenocene species {[H2Si(C5H4)2]W} has been determined with the aid of DFT (B3LYP) calculations. The EIE for coordination of CH4 and CD4 does not exhibit typical van't Hoff type behavior in which there is a monotonic variation of EIE with temperature; rather, the temperature dependence of the EIE exhibits a maximum, with inverse values (<1) at low temperature and normal values (>1) at high temperatures. The temperature dependence of the EIE for oxidative addition of CH4 and CD4 differs significantly from that for coordination, with the EIE being normal at all temperatures and approaching infinity at 0 K. In contrast to oxidative addition of methane which is normal at all temperatures, the EIE for oxidative addition of H2 and D2 exhibits a transition from inverse to normal upon raising the temperature. The existence of inverse EIEs in these systems at low temperatures is a result of the zero point energy changes for the products upon isotopic substitution being greater than those for the reactants (H2 or CH4).